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SUMMARY

The committee for Programme and Coordination (CPC), ^ its thirty-third
session decided to schedule an in-depth evaluation of programme -45 ,o£ the
medium-iermplan, Africa: critical economic situation, recovery and-

development, for consideration m 1996.

The present report reviews the development of programme^5 and its

of public

Development and with the implementation of the System-wide Plan of Action for

African Economic Recovery and Development.

The report concludes with methodological-recommendations for a follow-up

study of; the United Nations system-wide response to the African critical
economic situation, including recovery and development.
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I. INTRODUCTION,

A. Methodology

1 The Committee for Programme and Coordination (CPC), at ,its thirty-third

session, recommended that an in-depth evaluation of programme 45 of the
medium-term plan, Africa: critical economic situation, recovery and

development, 1/ be prepared for its consideration in 1996. 2/

2 The present progress report provides, as^ CPC: recommended. :at its

twenty-seventh session, "such preliminary findings.as.,can be derived from
information already available". 3/ It also proposes for considerate by CPC a

number of recommendations in areas where:: preliminary findings supported
conclusions, together with methodological recommendations for a follow-up study

3 Programme 45, Africa: critical economic situation, recovery and
it tblished for thefirs^time with the

3 Programme 45, A

development, is relatively new- it was established for the:^

medium-term plan for the period 1992-1997 following the recommendation of CPC at
its thirtieth session in 1990. This programme is essentially pf a coordinating

and catalytic nature, since the specific activities to be carried out by the
United Nations identified in the'Programme of Action for Africa^ Economic

Recovery and Development and subsequent related intergovernmental decisions are

reflected in a number of programmes of the medium-term plan. The origin of
programme 45 goes back to efforts undertaken in the early 1980s to deal with the
critical economic situation in Africa through cooperation among the United
Nations agencies concerned in making joint assessments of the,situation,,
bringing them to the attention of the international community,and mobilizing_

resources for assisting African countries. For instance, the periodical Africa
Recovery which is "the centerpiece of the Department of Public Information ...

outreach" 4/ for global awareness of the critical economic situation in Africa
under subprogramme 3 of programme 45, was;first published in.Febxuary 1987,

succeeding: another periodical.

4 In sections II to V, the present report summarizes the process through
which the essential features of programme; 45-were given,, shape; and, the main

aspects of its implementation to date.

B. Coordinating and monitoring mechanisms before the

establishment of programme 45

1. united Nations Programme of Action for African

Economic Recovery and Development. 1986-1990

5 in 1985 the General Assembly decided to convene in New York, in 1986, a
special session of the General Assembly at the ministerial level to consider in
depth the critical economic situation in Africa {resolution 40/40). This was
the first time a regional problem had been addressed in this manner. In

June 1986, the General Assembly adopted the United Nations Programme of Action
for African Economic Recovery and Development, 1986-1990. In resolution S-13/2,
the General Assembly requested the organs, organizations and bodies of the
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United Nations system to participate fully in and support the implementation of
the Programme of Action; it further requested the .Secretary-General to monitor

the process of implementation- of the Programme of Action. A United Nations
steering committee for the Programme of Action was .established in

September 1986. it was-composed:of the executive heads.of the Economic
Commission for Africa (ECA), the United Nations-Development.Programme (UNDP),
the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) ,: the United,Nations :,Populatioii Fund

(UNFPA) the Department of Technical Cooperation for Development, the Department
of Public information and the Office for Special,Political Questions, with other

entities of the system participating; it met-periodically under the chairmanship

of the Director-General for Development and International Economic Cooperation,

the Executive Secretary of ECA-^rving as vice-chairman. The . Secretary; ©f;the
Committee was responsiblefo^ providing a focal, point .at Headquarters;for

activities relating to the implementation of the programme of Action, in ,.

addition an inter-agency task force,-.to act as, the .operational, arm of the.
Steering Committee, had beeri established under the: chairmanship^of the Executive

Secretary of ECA; EGA had responsibility for United Nations activities at the

regional and subregional levels. 5_/ :

2, Final review and appraisal of the Programme of Action

6 In 1990, after a tnid-term review that took place in 1988, the General

Assembly decided in resolution 45/178 to establish an ad hoc committee of the
whole for preparing, for submission at the forty-sixth session, the final review

and appraisal of the implementation of the Programme of Action, The final
review contained a number of points of relevance, (see resolution 46/151, arinex,

sect. I, paras. 2, 6, and 11) : ■■:..■■■

"The Programme of Action was silent regarding who was to act if

unforeseen exogenous contingencies threw the Programme of Action off

course; also, its review machinery did not,, clearly address this issue.

"The reworking of United Nations system programmes in Africa around
the goals of the Programme of Action .was. real and sustained but, by itself,

was by no means large" enough to place those goals at the centre of policy

dialogue or resource mobilization. ... ,

"Another reason for this record of non-success may have been

inadequate United Nations and government debate or dialogue on the

experience gained in the implementation of the Programme of Action."

7 The African Ministers responsible for Economic Development and Planning

presentedfeo theM Hoc Committee■of' the whole, /< mentioned, in paragraph 6 above,

their, collective'Assessment\bf the implementation of the Programme of Action and

a definition of the measures that were needed in the years to,come. 6/ The

Ministers recognized that the response of the,United Nations system to the
implementation of the Programme had, on the: whole, been positive {.para. 50);

"' ■■ x ■.;'•■. .,: .;■= '.;.-:,.", ■--.- " -■■■■. /...
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'■■" VW-wete of the view that the Programme had had very little positive
however, they^^^ Qf fche African economy (para. 53), _ The Ministers
impact o jF ■ u*- r>f the experience of the Programme of Action,
concluded that, in txie g art-ion- "Africa is' already committed
7V-P-V-! fa rH rl not need another programme - _ . ■_ _v :• -i t-*«^.^t «wmavi

of

to?he international

»^ar
negotiated at the

^trrhlg^r^verorg^rnment involvement ih its implementation

than was the case with the Programme of Action.

; V " 'A ' "°"°"^ nf. the cont-dinating and monitoring mechanisms

Action:. " . . ":'

(a) Ori the central secretariat of the Steering Committee:

(±) The project needs internationally known and respected figures to focus
and direct attention on the African economic crisis;

(iiV The successor unit should be, recast with achievable objectives and a
' work-plan that is attainable; the staff complement Should reflect the

expectations of the project; ... .

The successor project should concentrate on advocating and promoting
£ ob "tivesPof'the New Agenda. Links between the project at the
regional and global levels must be established and strengthened,

(b) On monitoring at the regional level: . '

developments,. economic trends and Programme of

(2 Professionals and 2 General Service) ;
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(ii) The first order of business for the project successor should be the

sensitization of all end-users to the fact that a new programme does

indeed exist;

(iii) The monitoring under the Programme of Action was too much an in-house
operation; any future arrangement 3hould associate African leaders and

representatives of donors more closely with the follow-up. It would
■,-... also be desirable to associate representatives of the private sector

■ . ■. and decentralized institutions. .

II. DSVBLOPMENT OF PROGRAMME. .45 OP THE MEDIUM-TERM PLAN

..: . A- Establishment of programmers

10. In 1988; in resolution 43/27 on the mid-term review of the Programme of
Action, the General Assembly concluded that, in order to ensure the capacity of

the Secretary-General to carry out his responsibilities with regard to the

Programme of Action,-the secretariats of the Steering Committee and of the

Inter-Agency Task Force should be given appropriate support for the duration of

the Programme, and, thatv.adequate funding, both budgetary and extrabudgetary,

should be provided for this purpose. Similar conclusions ware reached by CPC in

198S j3/ and by the General Assembly in 3.990, in resolution 45/178. In 1990,

after its, discussion of programme 11, Overall issues and policies, including^

coordination, of the proposed medium-term plan for the period 1992-1997, at its

thirtieth session, CPC concluded that the new subprogramme 5 of programme 11

should be: improved and broadened into a separate programme for African economic

recovery and development. At its resumed, thirtieth .session, the Committee

expressed general satisfaction with -the substance and.orientation of the new

programme, Africa: ^critical economic situation, recovery and development, which

had been prepared taking into account the comments made by the'Committee. The

Committee1.;felt /that..there should be further refinement o£ the programmatic ;

content of the programme in the light.of decisions that might be.taken
subsequentlyvfoy theiGeneral Assembly and other intergovernmental bodies, as well

as the:final review I and appraisal.of the Programme of Action to be prepared .for

the forty-sixth session ..of, .the Assembly,. 1/ In its resolution ''45/253 on :;
programme planning-, : the General Assembly adopted the proposed medium-term plan

for the period 19921,1997, together with the recommendations of CPC on it, and

noted that one of:the five overall priorities of the medium-term plan would be

the economic recovery, and development of Africa. .

11,- At its thirtieth;session, CPC requested the.Secretary-General, as Chairman

of the-Administrative Committee on Coordination (ACC), to prepare a system-wide

plan of action:for Africair economic recovery and development, taking into

account the development of the situation, and to'submit it to.the Committee at

its thirty-second session in 1932. 9/ :
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B. wfew_agenda_for the Development of_:Afrlaa_in_thejJ;190s

12. In 1991, in the context of resolution 46/151 on the final review and

appraisal of the Programme of Action, the General Assembly adopted the New

Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s (resolution 46/151, annex II).

The major rola assigned to the United Nations system in the implementation of

the New Agenda involved the organizations and agencies which, in their,

respective areas and sectors, were to devise specific programmes for Africa that

were consistent with the elements of the Agenda, and devote adequate resources

for their implementation.

13. The New Agenda states that the United Nations system should contribute to

ensuring efficient follow-up and monitoring of its implementation; specifically,

a continuous assessment of Africa's performance in the areas outlined in the

agenda was expected to have a great impact in maintaining the momentum within

and outside Africa and, eventually, for renewed commitments to the agreed

objectives and targets. The Agenda stresses also that the follow-up, monitoring

and evaluation of implementation requires the full involvement of Governments

and the organisations and programmes of the United Nations system, as well as

the participation of intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations

(NGOs). The General Assembly conducted a preliminary consideration of the

implementation of the Agenda in 1993, and the Economic and Social Council is to.,

devote part of its high-level segment to the same matter in 1995.

C. System-wide plan of action

14. In 1992, at its thirty-second session; CPC considered the report of- the

Secretary-General on the system-wide plan of--action for African economic ■ .,:

recovery and development that the Committee had requested at its thirtieth

session. The Plan of Action utilizes the framework of the New Agenda and aims

at providing a basis for coherent and coordinated actions by United Nations ,■

organizations and agencies, including funding programmes and the Bretton Woods

institutions. 10/ In its conclusions, the Committee noted that the Plan had the

structure of a compilation of activities and considered it to be a first step

towards a more integrated approach. The Committee recommended that the Plan be

monitored and updated by the, United Nations inter-Agency Task Force for African,

Economic Recovery and Development. At the intergovernmental level, the

Committee decided to keep the implementation of the Plan under review,

considering that the follow-up and implementation of the Plan needed to be

discussed with ACC at a later stage. CPC recommended that revisions be

submitted for its consideration in 1994, 1996 and thereafter as might be decided

by the Committee; CPC also recommended thiat/ in view of the importance of the

Plan and the unsuccessful outcome of the Programme of Action for 1986-1990, the

Secretary-General should play a leading role in its implementation in his

capacity as Chairman of ACC. ,11/
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III. PROGRAMME 45: MEDIUM-TERM Phm FOR THE PERIOD 1992-1997

15. The medium^ term plan adopted in 1990 by the General Assembly states that

programme 45 complements the. specific activities to be carried'out .by the United

Nations identified in the Programme of Action [now the New Agenda] and

subsequent related intergovernmental decisions as reflected in a number of

programmes of the medium-term plan, in particular programme 30, Regional

cooperation "for .-development-in Africa.,. The plan also refers to General Assembly

resolution S-13/2; in particular to the fact that the General Assembly had

called upon the Secretary-General to coordinate the assistance and support of

the organizations and agencies of. the.United Nations system for the effective

implementation of the Programme of Action. The activities to be carried out

under the programme are aimed at: ■12./

(a) Ensuring that the critical problems confronting Africa will be

addressed effectively and urgently in a coordinated manner by the international

community, including the United Nations system;

{b} Encouraging the international community to translate its commitment to

assisting Africa in achieving economic development and transformation into

effective policy measures;

(c) Mobilizing increased resource flows to Africa;

(d) -Increasing awareness at the global level of the critical economic

situation in Africa and the actions needed to improve that situation;

(e).: Supporting African countries in thsir efforts to enhance their own

endogenous capacity with a view to achieving sustained growth and development

by, inter alia, providing, at the request of individual Governments, advice on

appropriate economic policy reforms. .

16. Taking into, account the revisions to the medium-term plan for the period

1992-1997,:as adopted by the General Assembly in resolution 47/214, the plan

provides for the following: 13,/ .

: ; (a) In accordance, with .hisi mandate, the Under-Secretary-General for

Economic and Social Development (now Policy Coordination and Sustainable

Development) will provide overall leadership and coordination of the United

Nations system activities in support of African economic recovery, development

and transformation;.......,,- ...,.

(b) ECA, in accordance with its role as the main economic and social

development centre for the region, will exercise team leadership and

responsibility for coordination and cooperation at the regional level in the

implementation of this programme; ECA will further provide analytical input to

intergovernmental bodies,.particularly with regard to the substantive :-: ■■■■■-■

multisectoral economic and social issues, and provide recommendations with

regard to possible courses of action as well as undertake operational and

substantive activities in -support of the programme; L
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(c) The Department of Public Information will continue its special

programme for highlighting African economic concerns; " ■'-- ■

(d) At the national level, further efforts to improve coordination within
the United Nations system should be taken in the context of the country ,
programming framework of the United Nations and the role of the.resident ,

coordinator; ,

£e) The Under-Secretary-General for Economic and Social Development (now
Policy Coordination and Sustainable Development), in close collaboration with :-
the Executive Secretary of ECA, would be responsible for coordinating the
preparation of the system-wide plan of action requested by CPC,

17. The medium-term plan established the following subprograms structure;

- Mobilization of resources

subprogram^,. Monitoring, assessment and follow-up of the implementation
~ of,action programmes, including their financial aspects

. The campaign for global awareness of the critical economic

situation in Africa ■

There is no priority designation among the subprogrammes■;■■ 14/ ■ -

18 The General Assembly, in resolution 47/214, considered that the measures
taken to enhance the implementation of the Programme of Action 1986-1990: should..
be strengthened to facilitate coordination and implementation of the Hew Agenda
for the 1990s, and adopted further revisions to the plan, proposed by the

Secretary-General, in particular: ^5,/ ,,.;..",

(a) Taking into account the experience gained in the implementation of the
Programme o£ Action, the Secretary-General was to establish a high-level
consultative group (or Panel of High-level Personalities) consisting of
hiqh-level officials from the United Nations system and well-known personalities
from around the world, which was to meet about twice a year to make concrete
recommendations on the implementation of the New Agenda that could serve as a
basis for the Secretary-General's submissions to the high-level meeting of the
Economic and Social Council and to the General Assembly;

(b) The existing Inter-agency Task Force on Africa established under the
previous Programme of Action and chaired by the Executive Secretary of ECA was
to continue to be the framework for inter-agency consultations for the
monitoring of the implementation,of the New Agenda and the System-wide Plan of
Action for African Economic Recovery and Development.

19 Responding to a recommendation of CPC at its thirty-first session,.the-. _

secretary-General had also established/ within the Department for .Economic and
Social pevelopment (now Department of Policy Coordination and Sustainable ,

Development), a separate and'Identifiable unit on Africa, headed oy a Special
Coordinator for Africa and the Least Developed Countries. This unit is ..the... _

focal point for issues related to African economic recovery and development and,
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in partieula^athe Wiw^^^:^-:^;1^?^1
High-lev^l Consultative Group-, ,:,, ,.

IV. RESOURCES

also;services the

A.

!■»,» ^rdinaH^ ^d monii-nrincr mechanisms

20. «

mobilized for the

Action. Contributions

Secretariat of! the steering Comaittee at Headquarters:,: 1 D-2,. 1 p-X.,. ;.

3 Professional, .3 General Service : ;:

Monitoring;and appraisal of the Programme of Action,at/ECA:..;,;... ,:
2 Professional, .2 General Service ■ ; ■;■ ■ -;'■;-•■ -■■■■■••

-Olobal Awareness..»ign, in the Department of Public Information,' \. \
,3 Professional,::^,General Service ■ -. ■■■

1.

B. fifisourcfis of pyriqranmte 45 : ■

'amilia buclfft : for t-V<a blenni'"" .1 9.^2-1993

resources allocated ,^o the.

jjepartment of Economic

and- Social Development

(now Policy

Coordination and

Sustainable Development)

Economic, Commission for

Africa

Department of Public

Information

follows: ^

posts

i"p-i, l Professional,

1 General service ' '

1 Professional

2 Professional,

2 General Service

Other objects

;. of expenditures

. (Thousands of

United States

..'■..' 76,0

109.1

4Q0.7

585.8
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in the context of the restructuring of the Secretariat in the economic and
«^H*t fields a D-2 post for the Special Coordinator Sor Africa and the Le*st
Developed entries was provided toU» program effective July 1992, through
redeployment from other areas. The total resources for posts and other objects
of expenditure was $1,521,400 million,. .

2. Bxtrabudcretarv resources' - ;:_. .>_;,

22 UNDP is committed to providing additional support between July 1993 and
December 1995 to the.three components of.programme 45. The amount.of .
expenditures, at the end of the project, is expected to reach over $1 mxllxon
for io months, of which approximately $552,000 will be allocated to ,,....

subprogram i, $250,000 to subprogramme 2 and $100^00 to subprogramme 3, :

excluding administrative overhead support costs and project evaluation
Regarding the question of attainability beyond December 1995 when UNDP support
wUl terminate the UNDP project document 18/ reebmmends that arrangements .to
absorb activities into the United Nations .regular budget be made UNDP xs also
providing funds under country programme budgets for monitorxng the
implementation of the New Agenda (see para. 34 bald*)-; ' Other voluntary
contributions are being made by Member States and United Natxons organizations,

mostly to support the Global Awareness Campaign through the Trust Fund for
information Support for African Economic Recovery and Development admxnxstered
by ^Department of Public Information,, These contributions, coverxng part of
the costs of the production and distribution pf;Africa Recovery and xts :staff
not funded by the'regular budget, are in decline; they were,«6 "0^ 199^«
$148,000 in 1993. Staff funded by extrabudgetary resources at the end of the

1992-1993 biennium were: . ,

Department 6f Policy Ctoordination and Sustainable Development:

1 Professional and 1 General Service

Department of Public Information: "l Professibrial^and ^2 General ..Service ,;

3. Programme budget for the biennium^ 1994-T995 : :,

23 The programme budget for the biennium 1994-1995 has increased provisions
under programme 45. 19/ However, some of the additional resources under,
subprogramme 1 are for the implementation of the United Natxons Programme of
Action for the Least Developed Countries; activities of the Secretarxat xn
support of this programme have been placed together with subprogramme 1 of
programme 45 in the Office of the. Special Coordinator *»*-Africa and the Least
Developed Countries. Total resources under programme 4& xtself are as follows:
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fiubproaramme

Department of Policy

Coordination and

Sustainable;DS!^

for

Africa: : ? ""■■ ,'""" ■■'■;'
Department of ; Public

Information

Posts

1 D-2,_ 1. D-l, ..

2 Professional,

3 General Service

1 Professional

2 Professional,■ -, ■

2 General Service.,

,.,,.Other objects

of\.',expenditures

(Thousands of

United States dollars)

167.0

The totai^ambunt for posts and other o^^

■>a The above resources include an additional allocation: to carry out _
activSes approved in GerieraL Assembly resolution 48/214 on^the implementation
of the New Agenda, broken down as follows: 2£/ ■. ;■■ . .-..:-.-

Programme 45
Other objects of expenditure

. : ■; {Thousands of

United States dollars)

Meetings, of the Panel of High-level

Personalities :- /'- ■■■

-ESaia-gathering and analysis, support.to

i:€lie-;inter-Age-ney Task Force

Study of financial systems and practices

in African countries

95.0

67.5

25 in ^resolution 48/228, sectional, on the proposed programme budget for the
biennium 1994-1995, the General Assembly^"noted,the proposal regarding the New
Agendarand requested the Secretary,General.to consider; the creation ,of; a new
budaetsection relating to the New Agenda.with recommendations for additional
resources>rid to report thereon- to the General Assembly.at its,resumed

forty-eighth session". .. v ■• ;■■ ■. "i-i". .;. ...■ ■■.....
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V'. PROGRAMME 45: ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT AND PRELIMINARY

A." Subprocrramme 1. Mobilization of resources

1. Activities carried out in 1992-1993 ., .. ,

26. Subprogramme 1 is the main component of the .Office of the Special':. : .
Coordinator for Africa and the Least Developed Countries. In accordance,.with,.

its main mandate geared to mobilizing resources to assist Africa, the Office

kept delegations at Headquarters informed about activities related to the New;

Agenda and organized meetings with representatives of donor countries. The '
Office was coorganizer, with the Global Coalition for Africa and the Government

of Japan, of the Tokyo International Conference on African Development in

October 1993. The Conference, "the largest of its kind in a decade, is expected
to strengthen.support for Africa". 21/ The Office services the Secretary-

General' s Panel' of High-level Personalities by preparing, reports;and.background^

documents for its consideration. In resolution 48/214, paragraph 2, the General

Assembly took note with appreciation of the establishment-of the Panel, and

requested that the Panel continue to meet regularly under the; chairmanship of
the Secretary-General. The Office prepared the report of the Secretary-General;

to the forty-eighth session of the General Assembly on the mobilization of

additional resources for African development: a study on overall resource flows

to Africa and it commissioned and coordinated the finalization of the report on

the need for and feasibility of the establishment of a diversification fund for

Africa's commodities. 22/: It assisted in the finalization of the report of the

Secretary-General on the implementation of the New Agenda for the Development of

Africa in the 1990s. 22/ During the period, the Office has also; produced

information materials, including a monthly briefing bulletin, United Nations

wad&f Newsflash, giving a day-to-day account of the programme and of related

activities at the United Nations and other levels; booklets on the New Agenda,

main statements by the Secretary-General on African development, the.records of

the Tokyo International Conference on African Development and the related Tokyo

Declaration.

2. international support for Africa's economic recovery

.27. The 1993 report on the implementation of the New Agenda recommends, in

paragraph 98, the strengthening ipf cooperation between the Bretton Woods

institutions and the other bodies of the system that provide technical ..

assistance and implement projects and programmes supported by. multilateral . .'
concessional official development assistance (ODA) or grants* 23/ Regarding '

resource mobilization for Africa, UNDP is cooperating with the joint African

Development Bank (AfDB)/ECA/Organization of African Unity (OAU). secretariat; ..

UNDP is also increasing its capacity to participate more actively in the World

Bank's Consultative Group and special Programme of Assistance (SPA)

meetings. 24/ The Office of the Special Coordinator for Africa and the Least

Developed Countries had a programme for 1992-1993 for consultation with UNDP and

the World Bank, with a view to promoting and enhancing round-tables and

consultative group meetings, in order to make them more effective in mobilizing

resources for African countries; it also had programmes to coordinate the
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support provided by the United Nations to African.countries, at their request,

in the preparation for the round-tables and,consultative groups. These

activities were not - implemented owing to the restructuring.:.of.= the United. Nations

Secretariat. ]25/ -At the end of 1993, the Panel of ■. High-level-Personalities'.

recommended the establishment of a working group of the Panel to follqy?; up on

the SecretaryrGeneral's initiatives with the Group of Seven on Africaa'debt,

with particular emphasis on debt stock reduction to ensure uniformity across

reforming debtor countries. r . -,, ■ _ ■. ,. . .

3. Overall leadership and coordination

28. The Secretary-General has the overall responsibility for the implementation

of the New Agenda and is also the Chairman of ACC, whose, membership comprises

the executive heads of all United Nations agencies. ACC remains the appropriate

forum to ensure that the System-wide Plan of Action - the contribution of the

United Nations system to the implementation of the New Agenda - is implemented

and monitored. The role the existing ACC machinery can play is emphasized in

the report on the System-wide Plan of Action; according to the Plan, the

Consultative Committee on Substantive Questions {Programme Matters) (CCSQ{pROG)5

and Operational activities (CCSQ(OPS)) [now the Consultative Committee on _

Programme and Operational Questions (CCPOQ)] could be used as, system-wide 'forums

for developing coordinated approaches on the programmatic and operational

aspects of the implementation of the Plan. 26./, In response to queries by the

Central Evaluation Unit, the SCA secretariat stated, in November 1993, that

formulation by ACC of concrete recommendations on the harmonization of the

programmes of the United Nations agencies, including measures on procedural;

requirements for enhanced decentralization, would make the New Agenda more

instrumental in mobilizing the expected international support. Over the past

several sessions, ACC has reviewed trends and has addressed policy issues

relevant to the New Agenda under different agenda items. In the light of the

outcome of the first assessment by the General Assembly at its ^prty-eighth

session of the implementation of the New Agenda,. the issue .of.-:the response of

the United Nations system to the challenges of economic recovery and development

in Africa has been placed on the agenda of the second regular session, of,ACC in

1994. ■ ■ ■ . ■ - • ■■■ ■ . .- - - ■ . . .'■ - '•■ ' ,.','...

29. In the context of the New Agenda, two organs have been formally established

with a view to assisting the Secretary-General, namely fa) the Panel of .

High-level Personalities, serviced by the Office of the Special Coordinator, and

(b) the Inter-Agency Task Force, the secretariat of which is located within ECA

(see also para. 16 (a) above). The Panel of High-level Personalities is to make

concrete recommendations on the implementation of the New Agenda (see

para. 18 (a) above); in resolution 48/214, paragraph 2, of 23 December 1993, the

General Assembly requested that the recommendations be made available to Member

States. Regarding coordination within programme 45, the medium-term plan for

the period 1992-1997 provides for subprograms 1, the.Office of the Special

Coordinator for Africa and the Least Developed Countries, to strengthen

cpoperation between the focal-1 points at Headquarters and A^dis Ababa for

/activities related to African economic recovery, development and

transformation. 22/ In its report of May 1993 on UNDP support of the New

Agenda, a UNDP mission noted that it could not be assured that there existed
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some formal means for coordinating the activities of programme 45; but there was

vo doubt that the New'Agenda programme would not succeed if the activities

contained In the three subprogrammes were carried out in an uncoordinated

manner The7 July 1993 project documenfon UNDP support for monitoring the
implementation of the New Agenda states that ECA's role as executing agency for
this project demands that it coordinates activities under the project; it will
establish'mechanisms for mutual feedback between the project unit at Addis Ababa
and those at the United Nations Secretariat in Hew York. This will be done in
order both to avoid duplication of activities (e.g. conferences addressing the
same audience) and to avoid providing conflicting or inconsistent reports. 28/

30 In 1993/ the main goals of subprogramme 2 have been defined in operational
terms as follows: (a) to improve the coordination aspect of monitoring the New

Agenda and to move from ad hoc consultations to the adoption of a common

framework of action based on mutually supportive programmes; and (b) to
establish a monitoring network, closely involving Member States. In accordance

with these goals, during the period 1992-1933, the subprogramme contributed to
the System-wide Plan of Action and the report on the implementation of the New
Agenda was prepared and submitted to the General Assembly at its forty-eighth

session. 23/ The function of servicing the Inter-Agency Task Force involved the
preparation and servicing of three meetings of the Task Force and two meetings

of its working Group. Studies and background papers were contributed to other

meetings and conferences, including meetings of the Panel of High-level
Personalities, OAU/United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO)/ECA Consultative. Meeting, meetings of the Joint
OAU/ECA/A£t>B secretariat and sessions of the Permanent Steering Committee of

OAU It carried out two missions to subregions in relation" to the establishment

of a regional monitoring network for the implementation of the New Agenda. In

connection with the analysis of financial flows available or required for
African economic recovery and development, part of its programme of work for the
biennium, the subprogramme prepared two studies, one on resource flows to Africa
and the other on strategies for financial resource mobilisation for Africa.

31. The secretariats of the organizations of the United Nations system and OAU
met in April 1992 to review the progress achieved in the cooperation between OAU

and the United Nations system. In relation to the System-wide Plan of Action,
it was agreed that efforts should be made to come up with, innovative activities
and resources that are additional to existing ones. The meeting observed that,
regarding the identification of specific activities to-be carried out, action

would be needed at both the institutional (namely, OAU and the United Nations

system of organisations) and the intergovernmental levels. It was emphasized
that the OAU secretariat should"be more involved in the follow-up, evaluation
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r

High-level Personalities. - ■

"' the Iriter-Ageney Task Force on.African-,EconQmic,Reppyery

^rUo^
"«£ieWitiejS' in associating several agencies m .the.. , ,.- ..,,.....:.

of ioint activities, -it however noted: that, individual approaches
Ser^ S^ptIroducfthe expected^ i^act. The n.et^ agreed on t^ ^ ^

following main conclusions: ._..;, ._'

. (a) While the' Inter-ftgency.Task Force on Africa^Economic.: ^

views; onAfrica's development issues as

iftY: The Svstern-wide 'Plan of Action should result in more integrated
activities'by ^United Nations system, .specially in individual pountrxes,
including in the context of country programming; • -.-..■.... ; -.,-,

(c) For individual agencies, flexibility should be introduced in order
progressively to adapt their medium-term plans to the priorxt.es of the

Systemwide' Plan of 'Action. " ■ ■ ■•- "■ ■ - ■-■■■ /"

progry

System-wide' Plan of 'Action.

reform of the performance reporting system, to, ret^c^ c^e

the Joint:;OAU/ECA/AfD^. secretariat. '/_'." \'^__ ' . '\Z. ' ^'"'./'""■ :'^.'^;'i ^"T'C-^V"
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34." A regional network for .coordinating, the New Agenda monitoring activities

was launched in Africa, by ECA in July. 19.93-, with national focal points to be

established against UNDP. funding. The UNDP project document makes provision for

five National Professionals and two work-months of 'consultancy for each of

53 African countries,, to be borne/ by country programme budgets: 30/ In response

to queries by the Central Evaluation Unit, in November 1993, the ECA secretariat..,

stated that ...

> "the-initial idea-was to .establish.within each office of the UNDP country

Resident Representativea focal pp^nt which would periodically report on

policies and measures adopted at the national level, arid carry out:; ,

sensitization and information activities. It,has become apparent that the-,..■■,

United Nations /UNDP. programme, strategies at the: cburitry level do not =,<■.,-_ ■;,,.

effectively integrate the prerequisites for/the implementation of the New;-.-■ % ,

Agenda. At the, subregional level, the ECA Multinational Programming .and . ^-.,

Operational Centres (MULPQCs) , in collaboration with' sub-regional :.r -.:.

intergovernmental organizations, are expected to 'handle the preparation of...-;

a progress report using the inputs of their national focal points in the
line ministries.of each Member State, At the regional level, the

secretariat of. the Task.Force, supported by the substantive divisions of
! ECA,' Will compile a regional, progress''report which, after it is' reviewed by

the'Task Forces will be submitted. ,tp the United Nations -review organs.; .The *
advantage of such a network will be. greater involvement of Member States ... , v

and more effective monitoring of implementation. However1, the financial, v

resources available under the project will not enable SCA to strengthen

simultaneously its central monitoring activities as originally requested in
the form of one additional Professional post and one United Nations ;.

Volunteer". ■■■-...-.

C. Subprocrramme 3, Campaign for global awareness
■"■ ■ '•■ ■ ■':■ j '.' ■...'. ■ .-. .. - ._

. ---l.-. Activities carried out, 1992-1993

35.: 'the May 1993 rlJNDP. assessment.mission was of the view that dissemination, of

information through-the-media, will .be the element that; will make or^break the
New Agenda and that the most effective instrument, for', creating'global awareness :

was the publication and^appropriate.distribution of the quarterly, Africa -

Recovery, and use of > the mass.media. "" The mission wsts told, at United Nations ..

Headquarters, UNDP, ECA and OAU, that Africa Recovery was read by both donors r■/■■

and recipients; its briefings were .impartial and to( the point. Africa -Recovery,,

is produced in English (23,000 cppies) and French (8,000 copies),- -target : .:

audiences include the media, representatiyes. of deyelppment -ageneies, business, -,

leaders, NGOs^tlie academic community and policy'^makers tin Africa -at the,,
muifeilateral atid bilateral aevels... It.ihpuld also be noted that' this .quarterly
hag w6ft the Wofld Hunger Jpurnalism Award's, twice (in 1988 with The fta9fo£flqtQ&

hl d k) Afi R'
6ft the Wofld Hug ,
and in i^^a wifch Afclaatic Monthly and Newsweek). Africa- RecQ'ysK.y-ia • the' .'-.

aniy^tfti&t^d Nation^ publication to win t^ese" awards. "A readership survey of the
quarterly was conducted at the end. of^,,1993iby^ the Evaluation Unit: of the
Department of Public Information. .The brpad^gbai of this survey was to,secure. ;

an accurate picture of who reads the publication, tb measure the utility of the

information provided and to find out how it can be" improved.- -31/ ■ ,:■■■■■■; ■.■■
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36. Other activities during the period 1992-1993 included -the production of

several briefing papers on selected issues, targeted towards a specialist

audience; pamphlets have been produced for less specialized audiences;

background material is prepared upon request>. and a few briefings have been

organized. Speaking engagements for international meetings of, NGOs and". r.
parliamentary bodies, such as the April 1993 consultation with the, United States

congressional and administration staff on debt, have been organised.. Two press

kits have been prepared, and several articles have been written for the major
international and African newspapers. On the basis of information published in

Africa Recovery and other publications,.articles-describing..the crises faced by

the continent have appeared in The:New.York. Times, Le_Mgnde, The_gconomist and

other international journals. The regular programmes of the Department of

Public Information also contributed to the effort of the Africa Recovery

Unit." 12/ ■ ' ■ ■ " .-':■■■ ■ . . ■■

37. A number of activities other than production of material have not been
fully implemented, including seminars for senior donor-country and African

journalists and coverage of African conferences. One of the goals of

subprograms 3 is to provide information support for the activities of

subprogrammes 1 and-2.: In this respect, subprpgrainme 3 was to, organize and
maintain regular contacts and liaison with media and other important target

groups, such as parliamentarians and NGOsf in order to enlist support for ,:

actions being undertaken or• that need to be undertaken;, this activity, was,not;.

implemented to the extent desired. 31/ ;.. r : .. ,.

38. The Department of Public Information is currently responsible for two

quarterly publications, UN Chronicle and AfriciL^ecov^y• \. As .of 'September. .1.993,
UN Chronicle had four Professional and five General Service posts, and Africa

Recovery two Professional and two General Service posts funded by the regular

budget. In addition, one Professional and two General Service posts of Africa

Recovery staff are financed from extrabudgetary contributions,, which are in

decline (see para. 22 above) ,- up to July 1993,-a fourth Professional post'was,

financed from these contributions but had to be discpntinued. . ..

2.-

39.' The contents of information materials,-.in particular newsletters and, :_ .

pamphlets, produced during the 1992.-1993 period by ths: Department of Public,/

Information and the Office of the Special Coordinator for Africa and the Least

Developed Countries {see para. 26 above) show a certain degree of overlapping.

For the 1994-1995 period, the Office of the Special Coordinator for Africa and

the Least Developed Countries has programmed several information materials that

can be produced by or in close collaboration with the Department of Public

Information, such as a newsletter, promotional posters and video material. 3^/

UNDP, in the July 1993 project document on its support for{the New Agenda,

recommends strengthening the capacity of the Af_rica_Recgyery publication unit,

to ensure the dedication of additional pages in every issue:of,this quarterly to

New Agenda activities. 3£/. Considering the question of who Africa Recovery

ultimately answers to, UNDP recommended the establishment'of. .an editorial board

consisting of UNDP, the Office of the Special Coordinator for Africa and, the,

Least Developed Countries and the Department of Public Information.

/.-■
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Ld_cpjQS^Qjisjj.es^^raisins ■

40 As mentioned in paragraph 9 (b) (ii) above, the. 1992 UHDP mission-noUsd
that the first order of business for the successor to the Programme of Action
should be the sensitization of all end-users to the fact; that a new programme,

the New Agenda, did indeed exist.. In November 1992, the Working Group of the

inter-Agency Task Force '■■■ : .

"Took note of the essential need to launch more broadly both the New

Agenda and the System-wide Plan of Action in order to increase global
awareness. This could be done during ACC meetings, or through each
organization's established mechanism. The Working Group also suggested

that, besides the actions expected from the Secretary-General, there should
also be specific sensitization activities, such as workshops, seminars,

booklets. The meeting also strongly felt that the sensitization process
should involve the mobilization of the media for the purpose of sensitizing

the international community at large and the African Member States m

particular";

In the debate on the implementation of the New Agenda, at the forty-eighth

session of the General Assembly, the Executive Secretary of OAU stated on

4 November 1993 36/ that greater publicity and consciousness-raising, and

involvement of NGOs, was necessary to ensure that1the New Agenda did not meet
the fate of previous programmes. In resolution 48/214, paragraph 10, the ;
General Assembly invited the Secretary-General to strengthen the institutional

capacity of the Secretariat to raise international awareness of the urgent

international and African actions needed to overcome the continent's economic

crisis". : ' ■ ■ ■ ■_"-.' :'- :■■

41. To a certain extent, all subprogrammes of programme 45 contribute to, .

raising international awareness. For instance, the Office of the Special-,
Coordinator for Africa and the Least Developed Countries is to assist the
Secretary-General in coordinating the global dialogue on Africa's most, pressing

priorities and resource support for addressing them; in that respect, activities
include organizing major conferences, keeping delegations at Headquarters

informed and generating briefings for international journalists. 37,/
Furthermore, the 1392 System-wide Plan of Action highlighted major activities of
no less than 13 United Nations organs,, agencies and bodies directed at, creating

global awareness of the situation in Africa. 38/

Aq^ndai___conce^ns_exgressed

42. In resolution 47/148, the General Assembly, while, welcoming the adoption in

1991 of the United Nations New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the

1990s, regretted that the machinery for its implementation had not yet begun

operating, and emphasized the: urgency of the.need to adopt appropriate measures

to ensure its implementation in accordance.with General Assembly decisions. In

May 1993, at its nineteenth meeting, the Conference of Ministers, of EGA called
upon the Secretary-General to strengthen, through specific measures, the role of

ECA as team leader and coordinator of the United Nations system activities with
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= ^irrHonartjersoective to ensure.rational implementation of the strategic
a regional perspectxve fl ^ ithin the contexfcl of lthe Hew -

objectives for Africa s^oonomic Admitlistrator of UNDP noted, in his 1993

i U^9^fi & iltentation of the New Agenda 39/ that thonih role^^fin & imltementation of the New Agenda 39/ that the
! li itrational

role^^fin & imltementation o g
»Snda hid So-far failed, to become-the focal point! for catalysing international
and regional support for Africa's development. On 4 November 1993 during the
aebatfonthe New Agenda at the forty-eighth session of the General K*.
tS^Cnatrmafrof thevGroup of, 77, on- behalf of the countries members of that
Group stated that "full implementation bf the New Agenda* for Africa-and,-,
adoption of the necessary measures by the international community - "■«•■;
oarticSai, by the developed countries, the United Nations and the multilateral
tlnanSaSnddevelopment institutions; ?'are indispensable if;;the;f9***i-W
strategiestre to te given .« decisdve; imp%us?' .,.40/ ; In; resolute 48/25^on,
coopeStSii?between tL United- Nations .aria.OAU,, the":General Assembly .^hasised
the urgency'of the need to adopt, appropriate measures to ensure the ■ -■-, ■_
implementation of the .New Agenda,:- in particular in the ;««.; of; resourcedIpws,
debt "relief and diversification of African economies^; -^-'..ffl

A. Recommendations on programme 45 • •.

43 Certain findings have been derived from the comprehensive review of^M -
programme 45 contained in the present report. The recommendations, that^follow,,
are bSS on: these: findings and areaimed at strengthening the coordination
functKSb? programme. 4S.;and enhancd^ the implementation of,the New,«ge«Ja for

the Development of Africa in the i.9?ps.. _■..*■■■ : ,.

44 ■' 'Findings: rSlkted .to-,tbe,.Panil:i of High-level Personalities on African-"
Svelop'ment-are to; i,e found in paragraphs ts:,: 26, ?a;;and ^Sbove. ;-^;-

'■ ::p ^>,^imOnrtWf irtir 1 PanRl-of-jrVah-level Personalities on* African •■
the; Panel of; ;;Hign-lever -Persottalities

hld *

nevelbDment^J^THeireeommendatiqnaof h; ; ;;g

on African Development that have system-wide implications should *e
Wre&ni&a tOiSBcathrough appEperiate ^hannelS: to assist At in^eveloping

^oosajiiated apstoaches ,by the i.United IWttons system within »the framework
-of tnl:AGG •mSdhinery^to the African critical,economic situation,-including

and ■development. ' ',./■■ , '■■ ■. ' .,. ., .... ■ _■■;... \ _,'"_ ,. . '^

45. Findings related to the System-wide Plan of Action lot^
Recovery, and Development are to be found in paragraphs 14, 18- (b),

to 33; ; ■-■'.-■ "■ "■--.r.- ■..-•■■; .-■-■• - ...■.-• - ;.-/• ,.--....- ■■ ..- •' ■_. ,

The first, revigion of: the Syetem-elotjment: The first, g : ^J
focus on the impact of therprp&yM*¥*Z& i>rbjectS;*£^

Nations system in relation- to,^e:prior^ie^ and targstsvpf-th^lfevr.Agenda,
witludue regard to African deyejLopment^trategies^ ^-...r -y . ■

TtiTncnHafion 3 Administrative Committee on Coordination/machinery: The
^ and particularly, CCPOQ;; .should ensure ^ha^ concerted efforts
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are made by ACC member organizations to step up implementation of the New
Agenda .through concrete "action" and policy formulation. ,u Existing programmes

» -rOf ACC member organizations And ofrbllateral. donors at the;country-level ,.
. should be reviewed in the context of the Inter-Agency Task.^prce, on,African

■ Economic Recovery and Development and of the System-wide-Plan of Action

>;twith;fehe view to ensuring tharthey reflect priority areas of the New K_. ^

.Agenda>;- ; ,- _ , . . . ' '_^ _ [ '"'..".." ." " ■•■■.■•■ ■ '•■■■■.-.-.^..-v ::-":-..

46. Findings-related to xesburcVmobilizMtibn are to be-found in paragraphs. 8,T

26, 27 and 42. ■■-.- .-. ., :v',. . . .', v. : ~ ., ■ ' .. .. "'...'..' "' '"' - ■'"''^ ■"" - -.r-.:;.-;v

pscbnimendatinn 4. Resource mobilii:atibn:- The work, programme for the .. J,.. ;> _

period 1994-1995 of" subprogramme 1, "Mobilization of resources", .should,.
- ■ include specific activities dealing1with Africa'* debt problem in the

context of. the New Agenda. These activities should, have the. highest

- priority- In particular'/ the subprogramme should provide substantive
" support to'the working group df the Panel of High-level Personalities on
African Debt established by the Secretary-General;-UNDP, ECA, the World

Bank and other relevant financial institutions should be regularly
consulted on common strategies to be developed. Additional expertise

should be redeployed to subprogramme 1, as necessary, to carry out these

activities. ■•■'.-•

47. Findings.related,to public information activities are to be found in

paragraphs,.? 7 -41. >..,.;..,■...--,,.. .■ ;" ., / '." "," , " " '"". "" ': :- ''■■■" ■

v. Rfecomneadation' 5- Coordination of public information activities: :.Anr,., \

editorial board, consisting of UNDP, UNICEF, the Office of the. Special,,_.
Coordinator for Africa and the Least Developed Countries, the, Departmentnof

Public Information, and ECA, should be established to offer the necessary

guidance for all public information material produced by the; United, Nations

in the context" of programme 45; the: editorial, board should■ensure ?that; such

public information material contains adequate, objective and equitable
,.„ : - inf-p^nation a> required hy general Assembly resolution 48/448.:^ Jhe^

Of Africa Recovery should'serve as- Secretary of; the board. ......

V^mm^riation 6.: Weed for greater-publicity: .Information suppor.t ior the
-activities of subprogrammes 1 and 2 should be developed and ..coordinated

under'subprogramme i, which should be provided with resources.adequate to

carry out these activities. These activities should be coordinated,with
related,information programmes of the organizations of the United Nations

* system. .,- ,,. :. . _.■ , , ' ".■'"'. ■■■■■--■■■ ■ '■-.■.■;.,.... ■-■..-:*;: ,:;,

48. Findings related to resources for activities of programme 45 are to be ...

found, in,paragraphs 9,. 10, 20,._ 35, 38 and 42.

Racommendation 7. ' ^esourc'es for activities1'of programme 4S: ,B^ar:in^ in
mind the high priority attached to Africa in-the current medium^term, plan,
the total financial support to -programme- 45 through, the. regular, bu^:et and
extrabudgetary funding, includirig assistance^ frdm^umP,'. should be reviewed

to determine whether the expected level of resources will be adequate to
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carry out the mandated activities throughout the period covered by the New

Agenda. '

B. Recommendations on a system-wide study '„ .

49. To the extent that any follow-up to the present/report is needed, it should

address the issue of the effectiveness of the system-wide response to the
African critical economic situation, including recovery and development. Such a

system-wide study could embrace the topics listed below:

(a) Bejpurce_mobilization: the effectiveness of activities of the United
Nations system in the.context of the New Agenda in mobilising additional

resources for Africa's economic recovery;

(b) agfriyities at national and regional_leyels; the effectiveness of the

regional network, launched in 1993, for coordinating the New Agenda's monitoring
and follow-up activities at the national level. Among the issues that could be

examined are the nature and degree of participation of Governments and of
intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations; and the. feasibility of
establishing within each office of the TMDP country resident representatives a

focal point to. carry out the activities of'the network;

(c) Information: the cost-effectiveness of the current system-wide,
activities for sensitizing/raising awareness, including promotion seminars and

workshops. The possibility of relying more on non-United Nations information

products could also be examined. ■.::.-■■--

50. In the light of its findings regarding the effectiveness of the: system-wide

response to the African critical economic situation, recovery and development,

the follow-up study could also review the adequacy of the structure and

coordination mechanisms of programme 45.

8. System-wide study_bygg y ^

Considering the scope of its mandate, which includes the capacity to
evaluate work of the specialized agencies of the united Nations system, it

is recommended that, should CPC decide that a follow-up study on the

effectiveness of the activities of the United Nations system in the context

of the New Agenda for the Development o£ Africa in the 1990s is required,

the study should be carried out by the Joint Inspection Unit.

C. Specialized intsrgoye^rrfflieiital_review

51. £t££13Elfg^t±Qg_JL^^ review; The present
report should be submitted to the ECA Conference of Ministers for review.
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Notes

1/ Official Ke.iSQr^s_Q£_t^_S^^$

Supplement No. ...6. (A/4?/6/Re>f,1) ,, vol. I. ,

' -.'2/ . Th"M <j- Pgyjrv-gighgh fieaaion, ■ Supplement Nq,._16 (A/48/16) _, para. 35.

■ ■ .3/ Ibid., E^rt^g^ond-Session. Supplement_No^_16 . (A/42/16)', para. 236.

4/ E/AC.51/1992/5, para. 481.

5/ See, inter alia, A/4l/683/Add.l, paras. 12, 13 and 16; DP/1991/16,
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